GEORGIAN MARANI
Marani - the wine house (wine cellar)
is a place for wine, where grapes are pressed,
wine is produced and stored.

Marani as a separate, independent
building
Such Maranis are found all over
Georgia, but most frequently in Kartli
and Kakheti regions, from ancient times
to present. Such Marani is only for wine,
with no other household purpose.

“Koshkmarani”, or Marani arranged
on the ﬁrst ﬂoor of the battle tower
Such Marani is common for Kakheti, but
there are few of them in other parts of
Georgia as well. Protection construction
– tower – turned out to bear very good
conditions for arranging wine house due
to coolness and protection. Such
Maranis often have Qvevris (or Kvevris,
clay pots) and one or two wine presses
(Satsnakheli).

According to the regions there are several types of Marani in
Georgia. These are:
 Marani as a separate building.
 Marani arranged on the ﬁrst ﬂoor of the tower, or the “Koshkmarani”
(tower-wine house)
 Open Churis (clay pots) of Imereti, where Qvevris (or Kvevris, clay
pots) are buried in the ground under the open sky and are not
covered with any buildings.
 Backed, or three-wall Marani.
 Marani arranged in the ﬁrst ﬂoor of the living house, or Marani built
as an addition to the regular house.
 Marani carved in a cliff
 Marani built as an addition to the Church or temple.

Open Churis (clay pots) of Imereti,
or wine house under the open sky
This type of Marani is common for
Imereti region, but rarely could appear
in other regions of Georgia. Such
Marani has no protective building and
Qvevris (clay pots) are buried in the
ground under the open sky. This is a
result of the climate of west Georgia
and Imereti in particular.

Marani carved in a cliff

Backed, or three-wall Marani

One other types of Marani is the one
arranged inside a cave, or the one carved
in a cliff. Such examples can be found in
Vardzia, Chachkari, Uplistsikhe, Chiatura
and other places. Marani in a cave or the
one carved in a cliff is one of the ancient
types of Marani in Georgia.

Such Maranis are common for all of
west Georgia. One wide of such
Marani is always open, while other
three sides are covered with stone or
wooden walls. Such Maranis are most
common in Imereti and have a long
history.

Marani arranged on the ﬁrst ﬂoor of
the house, or built as an addition to
the house
Marani built to the church or the
temple
Such Marani is usually found in East
Georgia. Maranis arranged from the
north of the temples are usually ﬁlled
with Qvevris (Kvevris, clay pots), but
there are hardly any wine presses
present.
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It can be said that such Maranis are
most common in Georgia. This type of
Marani is usually built from the
northern side of the house, or it can be
arranged in the ﬁrst ﬂoor of the 2storied house.
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